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1. Overview

Relax and Recover (rear) is GNU/Linux system administrator tool-set used to create disaster 
recovery images which makes bare metal restore easier.

System administrators use rear as part of disaster recovery policy which does not replace in any 
way a good backup policy.

Rear is supported on most GNU/Linux based operating systems with a kernel 2.6.* and higher.

1.1 Product Features

The following features are supported on the most recent releases of rear. Anything labeled as 
“new” was added as the most recent release. New functionality for previous releases can be 
seen in the next chapter that details each release.

The most recent release of rear is supported on GNU/Linux based systems with a kernel 2.6.* 
or higher. It provides the following functionality:

• Hot maintenance capability. A rescue image can be made online while the system is 
running.

• Command line interface. Rear doesn't require a graphical interface to run, nor in creation 
mode, nor in rescue mode (console is enough).

• Support included for most common file systems, such as ext2, ext3 and ext4. Reiserfs, 
jfs, xfs are also on our list, but are less tested. [Please give us feedback]

• Hardware mirroring and RAID managers (like cciss) are known to work.

• LVM root volumes are supported.

• Integrates with external backup solutions such as:

◦ GNU tar (default BACKUP method)

◦ rsync

◦ Tivoli Storage Manager (BACKUP=TSM)

◦ HP Data Protector (BACKUP=DP)

◦ Symantec NetBacakup (BACKUP=NBU)
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◦ Galaxy 5, 6 and 7 (BACKUP=GALAXY)

• NEW! Udev support (except for some really ancient udev versions) which is the base for 
many new and important features:

◦ kernel drivers for network cards and storage adapters are now loaded via udev

◦ deal with network persistent names in udev rules

◦ firmware loading

◦ persistent storage device names (though ReaR does nothing with this)

• NEW!  System reconfiguration

◦ enable recovery on hardware, that is not the same as the original system

◦ network and storage drivers are adjusted

◦ map hard disks if they don’t match (e.g. hda -> sda)

• NEW!  Support new backup software: Bacula, both locally attached tapes (with bextract) 
and network-based backups

• NEW!  Create OBDR tapes with new method “mkobdr” and put the backup onto the tape 
to have a single-tape bootable recovery solution and another new method: “labeltape” to 
avoid accidental overwrites with OBDR

• NEW!  Create bootable USB media with the backup included. 
NETFS_URL=usb:///dev/<device>
Together with OUTPUT=USB we have now a complete solution on USB disks (booting 
of it and restoring data).

• NEW!  DHCP client support (IPv4 and IPv6) has been added. Auto detection is possible 
with new variable USE_DHCLIENT=yes (define in local.conf), or one can hard-code your 
special DHCP client with the variables DHCLIENT_BIN (for IPv4), and/or 
DHCLIENT6_BIN  (for IPv6). 
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2 ReaR Releases

The first release of ReaR, version 1.0, was posted to the web in July 2006. For each release, 
this chapter lists the new features and defect fixes. Note that all releases are cumulative, and 
that all releases of ReaR are compatible with previous versions of ReaR, unless otherwise 
noted.

2.1 Version 1.10.0 (February 2011)

This release changes the internal structure of ReaR to not rely any mor on symlinks to 
directories to map different distros to their parent (e.g. use Fedora scripts on CentOS) or to map 
scripts for x86_64 to i386. Now ReaR defines OS_MASTER_* variables to contain the parent 
distribution and maps x86_64 to i386 globally. This change is expected to resolve all RPM/DEB 
package upgrade issues that happened when upgrading from 1.7.x to 1.9.0.

Besides that this release contains the following bugfixes:

• 85_make_USB_bootable.sh: applied patch from Jeroen and Dag (SF#3170685)

• setting blocksize to 2048 for OBDR tapes - patch SF#3169791 (from Dag Wieers)

2.2 Version 1.9.0 (February 2011)

With version 1.9.0 some new methods were added, such as:

• rear mkobdr : to create an OBDR recovery tape

• rear labeltape : goes together with OBDR tapes. To avoid accidental overwrites we force 
the creation of a label before 'rear mkobdr' will work.

• rear checklayout/savelayout :  a new method to save the disk layout and check if a new 
rear mkbackup  or rear mkrescue  is required.

• New BACKUP methods were added, Bacula (BACKUP=BACULA) and bextract 
(BACKUP=BEXTRACT), both are able to work in conjunction with output=TAPE. See 
under the doc directory (or /usr/share/doc/rear-1.9/) the configuration-examples.txt text 
file for beginners instructions.

• OUTPUT=USB method has been extended with BACKUP=NETFS and 
NETFS_URL=usb:///dev/<device> which makes it possible that the complete archive is 
stored on the /dev/<device> and ReaR will make the USB stick (or disk) bootable too. 
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• Udev support (except for some really ancient udev versions) which is the base for many 
new and important features, like kernel drivers for network cards and storage adapters 
are now loaded via udev, or deal with network persistent names in udev rules, and 
firmware loading. 

• DHCP client support (IPv4 and IPv6) has been added. Auto detection is possible with 
new variable USE_DHCLIENT=yes (define in local.conf), or one can hard-code your 
special DHCL client with the variables DHCLIENT_BIN (for IPv4), and/or 
DHCLIENT6_BIN  (for IPv6).

ReaR version 1.9.0 contain fixes for the following defects:

• Missing support for Scientific Linux, LinuxMint

• Sourceforge patch ID 2963804 – support for USBFS, but this patch was been rewritten 
afterward to incorporate usb support into the NETFS backup method, instead of having a 
separate USBFS backup method. Now, by using NETFS_URL=usb:///dev/<device> and 
the NETFS backup method we achieve the same result.

• Sourceforge bug 3153027 : support for RHEV virtio device files

• Novell bugzilla 581292 : cannot load NIC firmware because of missing udev support. 
Version 1.9 does have udev support,  but firmware loading was broken. The rule in 00-
rear.rules has been changed. Still waiting on feedback of Novell.

2.3 Version 1.7.26 (November 2010)

ReaR version 1.7.26 fixed RedHat bugzilla defect  657174 : rescue image freezes during the 
boot while executing init. This was due the new upstart mechanism (replaced the sysv init 
procedure).

2.4 Version 1.7.25 (June 2010)

ReaR version 1.7.25 fixed RedHat bugzilla defect  600217 : Fedora link missing in restore, pack 
and finalize sub-directories. This broke the proper image building on several Fedora versions.

3 System and Software Requirements

ReaR works on GNU/Linux kernel with version 2.6.* and higher. For lower kernel versions ReaR 
cannot be used, and for these systems, mkcdrec (http://mkcdrec.sourceforge.net/) is still a good 
alternative.
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As ReaR has been solely written in the bash language we need the bash shell which is standard 
available on all GNU/Linux based systems. The default backup program ReaR uses is GNU/tar 
which is also standard available.

ReaR is known to work well on x86 and x86_64 based architectures. ReaR has also been 
ported to ia64 and ppc architectures, but these are less tested. Use the 'rear validate'  command 
after every successful DR test please and mail us the results.

4 Known Problems and Workarounds

Issue Description:  System reconfiguration still has some weaknesses;

• this has to be tested before relying on it, there are too many unknowns involved so that 
we cannot guarantee anything in this area. It has been developed mostly as a P2V tool 
to migrate HP servers to VMware Vms.

• hard disks need to be at least of the same size and amount as in the original system, 
ATM this is a simple 1:1 mapping of old to new disks, there is no removal of RAID 
groups or merging of smaller disks onto a bigger one or making stuff smaller.

• any use of /dev/disk/by-path or /dev/disk/by-id is untested and will most likely not work. 
In some cases ReaR will print a warning, but we are not able to detect all cases. 
Typically this leads to unbootable systems or bad /etc/fstab files.

Issue Description:  The DHCP client is still a little rough around the edges, especially with 
complex networking scenarios.

Issue Description:  The rescue image of ReaR cannot boot on Fedora Rawhide (F15) due to 
the new init method (systemd).

Issue Description:  An error is encountered while upgrading rear-1.7.* to rear-1.9.0:
error: unpacking of archive failed on file /usr/share/rear/finalize/CentOS: cpio: rename failed - Is 
a directory
Issue work-around:  First remove the older rear version by hand and then install the new 
version. The local.conf is saved (as local.conf.rpmsave) when we execute 'rpm  -e rear'

5 Test coverage

ReaR 1.9.0 has been tested on the following systems and scenarios:

• SLES9 on same system
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• SLES10, SLES11, openSUSE Factory V2V from VMware VM to VirtualBox VM

• RHEL4 and clones

• RHEL5, RHEL6 and clones  V2V from VMware VM to VirtualBox VM

• Ubuntu 10.04 LTS, Debian 5 V2V from VMware VM to VirtualBox VM

Use the 'rear validate'   command after every successful DR test please and mail us the results.
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Revision History

Version Date Author Change Summary

1,0 04.02.11 Gratien D'haese & 
Schlomo Schapiro

Initial release notes for ReaR 
v1.9.0
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